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General Information

The Portfolio is a selection of the applicant's recent creative works from the past three years that reflect
your strength in creative practice. The selection you make for the portfolio should include a wide range of
media, demonstrating your own ideas, interests, enthusiasm and ambition in visual arts.

The Visual Arts Portfolio should demonstrate your

● talent in visual arts

● aesthetic sense

● variety of capabilities in creations

● curiosity and active engagement in visual arts learning /community

Tips for the Visual Arts Portfolio

The Portfolio should be in PDF format and contain your visual arts-related works. It can be a documentation
of your personal creative practice, including works selected from your school projects, or personal works in
any arts/design disciplines, such as drawing, painting, photography, mixed media, sculpture, installation,
video, animation, fashion, graphics, product design, etc. The total number of pages must not exceed 10
pages and the maximum file size is 300 MB. The contents of your portfolio should reflect your ability,
personality, creativity, and potential in studying visual arts.

● Show your works executed with a variety of media and approaches, rather than many works of the
same kind. Sketches from idea development also can be included.

● Personal insights and creative concepts are emphasized, not only sheer technical virtuosity.

● You may include both two- and three-dimensional works, as well as interactive and time-based
projects. Please provide links to the actual websites and video files if they are accessible online.

● Include the title, the year of creation and an approximately 30-word description for each work. Please
consider the image size and the order of how these works should be viewed.

Content of the Visual Arts Portfolio

Item 1 - Images of your original artwork (4-6 pages)

Item 2 - Selected photos and descriptions of art activity participation/ art awards (1-2 pages) (if any)

Item 3 - Create a portrait painting of how you see yourself or others see you. There is no limitation on
media and ways of expression. Provide an artist statement of about 50 words. (1 page)

Item 4 - Create a 3D sculpture from found objects or materials. Create a message by exploring its colors,
forms and materials. Photograph it and provide an artist statement of about 50 words. (1 page)

Format of the Visual Arts Portfolio

File Name : Your Full English Name_VA3.pdf

File Size : Maximum 300 MB (must not exceed 10 pages)

File Format : PDF


